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Abstract In this manuscript, a novel and economical scheme for asymmetric quantum in-
formation splitting (AQIS) of an arbitrary N -qubit state is investigated. Instead of multi-
qubit entangled states, the maximally entangled states, which are made up of a three-qubit
GHZ-like entangled state and (N − 1) sets of Bell states, are used as quantum information
carrier. It is shown that the proposed AQIS scheme can be faithfully realized by perform-
ing appropriate Bell state measurements (BSMs), single qubit measurements (SMs) and lo-
cal unitary operations (LUOs), rather than multi-qubit entanglement or multi-particle joint
measurements, which make it more convenient and feasible in a practical application than
some previous schemes. Furthermore, its intrinsic efficiency for qubits approaches 100 %,
and the total efficiency really approaches the maximal value, which is higher than those of
some previous symmetric quantum information splitting (QIS) schemes. Finally, the pro-
posed scheme can be proven information-theoretically secure from the views of participant
attack and outside attack in detail.
Keywords Asymmetric quantum information splitting · Quantum teleportation · GHZ-like
state · Bell state measurements · Entropic uncertainty principle
1 Introduction
After the pioneering work of Bennett et al. [1] (BB84), quantum key distribution (QKD)
has progressed rapidly, and become one of the most important branch of quantum informa-
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tion [2]. The most advantage of QKD is its unconditional security, which is guaranteed by
the principle of quantum mechanics, instead of computational complexity. Besides QKD,
some other cryptographic tasks can be realized with quantum mechanics, such as quantum
teleportation (QT) [3], quantum secret sharing (QSS) [4] and so on.
Classical secret sharing is a cryptographic task aiming to distribute a secret among a
group of parties, and classical secret sharing protocol [5] have been proposed, where clas-
sical information is encoded by a mathematical transformation. The protocol can be proven
to be information-theoretically secure, i.e., no information about the secret can be obtained
by those adversaries even when they have unlimited computational power, if the communi-
cation channels between the dealer and the parties are secure.
Following the rapid development of quantum information, the extension of secret sharing
to the quantum regime has received much theoretical attention. The objective of QSS is to
use the quantum correlations in well-constructed entangled states to securely transmit a set
of classical or quantum information to only the access structures. In 1999, Hillery et al. [4]
proposed the pioneering QSS scheme for sharing a classical secret among three parties with
a three-particle entangled GHZ state. Later, their scheme was generalized by Xiao et al. [6]
to many parties. Since then, QSS was attracted widespread attention and there were lots of
researches in both its theoretical [7–9] and experimental [10].
Generally speaking, the idea of QSS, in the literature, has been developed to the following
three tasks: CC [11] (classical information is shared among parties by distributing QSS states
through private secure channels, which are invulnerable to eavesdropping), CQ [9](classical
information is shared among parties by distributing QSS states through public insecure chan-
nels, which are open for eavesdropping) and QQ [12–18](known as quantum state sharing
or quantum information splitting, a secret quantum state is shared among parties by dis-
tributing QSS states through public channels). We consider the latter approach in the current
paper. The three tasks form a hierarchy of the required resources; i.e., a QQ quantum state
can perform all three tasks, and a CQ state can be used for CC, while the reverse is not
always true.
To date, lots of QIS schemes have been proposed. Hillery et al.’ scheme [4] can be viewed
as a typical QIS. Soon later, Cleve and Gottesman et al. [7] have perfectly integrated quan-
tum error correcting code technique for investigating a more general quantum (k, n) thresh-
old QIS. Deng et al. [12] have presented a an arbitrary two-qubit QIS with four sets of
EPR pairs as quantum information carrier. And then, instead of EPR pairs, Muralidharan
et al. [13] have proposed another QIS via five-qubit Brown state, it have enormously reduced
the cost of quantum resource. Yang et al. [14] have found a novel three-qubit GHZ-like state
in experimental and demonstrated an arbitrary single-qubit state QIS based on Z basis mea-
surement via it among three-party. Meanwhile, Zhang et al. [15] have also designed a similar
three-party QIS of an arbitrary n-qubit state by using n sets of GHZ-like states as quantum
information carrier. Recently, many-party QIS schemes of an arbitrary unknown quantum
states have been investigated [16–18].
Inspired by some ideas of Refs. [14, 15, 22, 23], in this manuscript we firstly investigate
the AQIS scheme of an arbitrary two-qubit state among three participants by using the max-
imally entangled states, which are made up of a three-qubit entangled GHZ-like state and a
Bell state, as quantum information carrier, instead of multi-qubit entangled states. Different
from most previous QIS ones, our scheme is claimed an asymmetrical quantum information
splitting since that the number of the particles owned by each agent in the secure quantum
channel is not necessarily equal except that the quantum information of the receiver is des-
ignated in advance. And then, it is generalized to N -qubit scenario. Through deep analysis
and research, it can be found that some previous QIS ones exist severely redundancy for
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the controller to own more than one particle compared with this AQIS scheme. Moreover,
the intrinsic efficiency for qubits of the AIQS scheme approaches 100% by reducing the
redundant information, and the total efficiency really approaches the maximal value, which
is higher than those of some previous QIS schemes [15].
The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly introduce the
preparation of GHZ-like state and then explicitly illustrate the AQIS scheme of an arbitrary
two-qubit state. In Sect. 3 we generalize it to N -qubit scenario. In Sect. 4 we analyze the
security from the views of participant attack and outside attack in detail. Some discussions
and conclusions are given in Sect. 5.
2 AQIS of an Arbitrary Two-Qubit State
In this section, we will briefly introduce the preparation and quantum circuit of the GHZ-
like state, then explicitly illustrate an economical and efficient AQIS scheme of an arbitrary
two-qubit state by using a maximally entangled state, which is made up of the three-qubit
GHZ-like entangled state and a Bell state, as quantum information carrier.
2.1 Preparation of GHZ-like State
As we all known, three-qubit entangled states have been classified into two classes [19]:
GHZ-class and W-class. Any one of the two classes cannot be obtained from the other using
local operations and classical communication. In accordance with this concept of classifica-
tion, the GHZ-like state
|G〉 = 1
2











(|00〉 ± |11〉), ∣∣ψ±〉 = 1√
2
(|01〉 ± |10〉) (2)
is quite like the W state. However, it belongs to GHZ-class state rather than W-class state
and it exists a potential symmetry. This state can be generated by a single photon and an
EPR pair as follows [15]:
I. One prepares a single photon |+〉1 = 1√2 (|0〉+|1〉)1 and an EPR pair |ψ+〉23 = 1√2 (|01〉+|10〉)23. The composite system is formed












(|001〉 + |010〉 + |101〉 + |110〉)123 (3)
where the subscript i (i = 1,2,3) denotes different particles of |G0〉123.
II. One can carry out a control-not (C-NOT) gate operation on |G0〉123 with the first particle
as the control qubit and the third particle as the target qubit. Then the GHZ-like can be
generated successfully.
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Fig. 1 The quantum circuit for
the preparation of GHZ-like state
In fact, C-NOT gate operation [20], the generations of single photon and Bell state [21]
have already been well demonstrated experimentally. Thus, the preparation of GHZ-like
state is also feasible and it can be well demonstrated experimentally within the present tech-
nology. The quantum circuit for the preparation of GHZ-like state is shown in Fig. 1.
2.2 AQIS of an Arbitrary Two-Qubit State
Recently, Yang et al. [14] have devised a symmetric three-party QIS scheme of an arbi-
trary single-qubit by using only a GHZ-like state in Eq. (1) as quantum information carrier.
Meanwhile, Zhang et al. [15] have also designed a similar symmetric three-party QIS one
via another three-qubit GHZ-like state
|G〉′ = 1
2
(|000〉 + |110〉 + |101〉 + |011〉) (4)
In fact, the mentioned above two GHZ-like state are the same contrast of the form dissimi-
larity but essences.
In this manuscript,we wish to construct a QQ scheme by mainly using the GHZ-like state
as quantum information carrier. In principle, constructing a QQ state is versatile, but the
amount of resources can be optimized according to the properties of the shared information
and the channels. Moreover, according to Ref. [22] it is shown that using only a GHZ-like
entangled state can’t be utilized for any QIS task of an arbitrary more than two-qubit state.
Inspired by some ideas of Refs. [14, 15, 22], we expect to generalize Yang et al.’ scheme [4]
and research into the AQIS scheme of an arbitrary two-qubit state by using a GHZ-like state
and a Bell state. Like that in Ref. [14], assume that there are three parties, the boss Alice
and two subordinates Bob and Charlie, where Bob is designated as the recover quantum
information and Charlie is the controller, as shown in Fig. 2. In other words, Alice wants to
transmit the arbitrary unknown quantum information to Bob who is designated to reconstruct
it under Charlie’s help.
Assume that Alice possesses an arbitrary unknown two-qubit state
|ψ〉xy =
(




where ai (i = 0,1,2,3) are complex numbers that satisfy the normalization condition∑3
i=0 |ai |2 = 1. The quantum information carrier is the product of a GHZ-like state and
a Bell state |φ+〉, i.e., it can be described as








(|001〉 + |010〉 + |100〉 + |111〉) ⊗ (|00〉 + |11〉) (6)
In this scheme, Alice holds the particles {x, y,1,4}, while particles {3,5} and {2} belong
to Bob and Charlie, respectively. The basic idea of this QIS scheme is shown in Fig. 2,
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Fig. 2 AQIS of an arbitrary
two-qubit state
where the solid lines connect qubits and the dashed lines connect qubits where a BSM is
performed.
At the beginning, the whole system









a0|00〉 + a1|01〉 + a2|10〉 + a3|11〉
)
xy
⊗ (|001〉 + |010〉 + |100〉 + |111〉)123 ⊗
(|00〉 + |11〉)45 (7)
is prepared by Alice. The procedure of the AQIS proceeds as follows: Alice initially per-
forms two BSMs on her qubit pairs {x,1} and {y,4} under the orthogonal basis {|φ±〉, |ψ±〉},
respectively. It is clear that Alice may acquire one of 16 types of possible measurement re-
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Table 1 The correlations between AMR and the corresponding states |φ〉235
AMR |φ〉235
|φ+〉x1|φ±〉y4 |φ〉235 = a0(|010〉 + |100〉) ± a1(|011〉 + |101〉) + a2(|000〉 + |110〉) ± a3(|001〉 + |111〉)
|φ+〉x1|ψ±〉y4 |φ〉235 = a0(|011〉 + |101〉) ± a1(|010〉 + |100〉) + a2(|001〉 + |111〉) ± a3(|000〉 + |110〉)
|φ−〉x1|φ±〉y4 |φ〉235 = a0(|010〉 + |100〉) ± a1(|011〉 + |101〉) − a2(|000〉 + |110〉) ∓ a3(|001〉 + |111〉)
|φ−〉x1|ψ±〉y4 |φ〉235 = a0(|011〉 + |101〉) ± a1(|010〉 + |100〉) − a2(|001〉 + |111〉) ∓ a3(|000〉 + |110〉)
|ψ+〉x1|φ±〉y4 |φ〉235 = a0(|000〉 + |110〉) ± a1(|001〉 + |111〉) + a2(|010〉 + |100〉) ± a3(|011〉 + |101〉)
|ψ+〉x1|ψ±〉y4 |φ〉235 = a0(|001〉 + |111〉) ± a1(|000〉 + |110〉) + a2(|011〉 + |101〉) ± a3(|010〉 + |100〉)
|ψ−〉x1|φ±〉y4 |φ〉235 = a0(|000〉 + |110〉) ± a1(|001〉 + |111〉) − a2(|010〉 + |100〉) ∓ a3(|011〉 + |101〉)
|ψ−〉x1|ψ±〉y4 |φ〉235 = a0(|001〉 + |111〉) ± a1(|000〉 + |110〉) − a2(|011〉 + |101〉) ∓ a3(|010〉 + |100〉)
sults with equal probability and the remaining qubits may collapse into one of the 16 states
|φ〉235 after the Bell state measurement. We summarize the possible measurement results
and the corresponding states obtained by Bob and Charlie in Table 1, where AMR denotes
Alice’s measurement result and the normalization factors are omitted for convenience.
Depending on AMR, the state of particles {2,3,5} obtained by Bob and Charlie evolves
to a pure three-particle entangled state. One can see that neither Bob nor Charlie can re-
construct |ψ〉xy by performing any general operations on their respective particles without
communicating with each other. Whether it is possible for Bob to reconstruct the original
state with LUOs on the state |φ〉235 depends on Charlie. If Charlie allows Bob to reconstruct
|ψ〉xy , he needs to carry out a SM on his qubit under the Z basis {| + z〉 = |0〉, | − z〉 = |1〉}
and then informs Bob of his measurement results (CMR) via a classical channel. Having
obtained both AMR and CMR, Bob can recover |ψ〉xy by carrying out an appropriate local
unitary operation on his particles. The correlations among AMR, CMR, the corresponding
state |φ〉35 of Bob’s particles and LUOs are shown in Table 2.
Now we can take an example in order to explicitly illustrate this AQIS principle. WLG,
suppose that AMR is |φ+〉x1|ψ−〉y4 on her qubit pairs {x,1} and {y,4}, then the remaining
qubits {2,3,5} would collapse into the state
|φ〉235 = a0
(|011〉 + |101〉) + a1
(|010〉 − |100〉)
+ a2
(|001〉 + |111〉) + a3
(−|000〉 + |110〉) (8)
Then Charlie can do a SM on his particle under the basis Z and send CMR to Bob via a
classical channel. If it is |0〉, then Bob needs to perform the LUOs σ 3x ⊗ (−iσy)5 on his own
qubits; otherwise I 3 ⊗ (−iσy)5. Here the LUOs I , σx , −iσy and σz are four different Pauli
operations and described as
I = |0〉〈0| + |1〉〈1|, σx = |0〉〈1| + |1〉〈0|
−iσy = |1〉〈0| − |0〉〈1|, σz = |0〉〈0| − |1〉〈1|
(9)
3 Generalized AQIS of an Arbitrary N -qubit State
Next, the above-mentioned scheme can be generalized to N -qubit scenario. Firstly, assume




aj1,j2,...,jN |j1, j2, . . . , jN 〉j1,j2,...,jN (10)
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Table 2 the correlations among AMR, CMR, |φ〉35 and LUOs
AMR CMR |φ〉35 U3i ⊗ U5j
|φ+〉x1|φ+〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|10〉 + a1|11〉 + a2|00〉 + a3|01〉)35 σ 3x ⊗ I5
|φ+〉x1|φ+〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|00〉 + a1|01〉 + a2|10〉 + a3|11〉)35 I3 ⊗ I5
|φ+〉x1|φ−〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|10〉 − a1|11〉 + a2|00〉 − a3|01〉)35 σ 3x ⊗ σ 5z
|φ+〉x1|φ−〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|00〉 − a1|01〉 + a2|10〉 − a3|11〉)35 I3 ⊗ σ 5z
|φ+〉x1|ψ+〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|11〉 + a1|10〉 + a2|01〉 + a3|00〉)35 σ 3x ⊗ σ 5x
|φ+〉x1|ψ+〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|01〉 + a1|00〉 + a2|11〉 + a3|10〉)35 I3 ⊗ σ 5x
|φ+〉x1|ψ−〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|11〉 − a1|10〉 + a2|01〉 − a3|00〉)35 σ 3x ⊗ (−iσy)5
|φ+〉x1|ψ−〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|01〉 − a1|00〉 + a2|11〉 − a3|10〉)35 I3 ⊗ (−iσy)5
|φ−〉x1|φ+〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|10〉 + a1|11〉 − a2|00〉 − a3|01〉)35 (−iσy)3 ⊗ I5
|φ−〉x1|φ+〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|00〉 + a1|01〉 − a2|10〉 − a3|11〉)35 σ 3z ⊗ I5
|φ−〉x1|φ−〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|10〉 − a1|11〉 − a2|00〉 + a3|01〉)35 (−iσy)3 ⊗ σ 5z
|φ−〉x1|φ−〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|00〉 − a1|01〉 − a2|10〉 + a3|11〉)35 σ 3z ⊗ σ 5z
|φ−〉x1|ψ+〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|11〉 + a1|10〉 − a2|01〉 − a3|00〉)35 (−iσy)3 ⊗ σ 5x
|φ−〉x1|ψ+〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|01〉 + a1|00〉 − a2|11〉 − a3|10〉)35 σ 3z ⊗ σ 5x
|φ−〉x1|ψ−〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|11〉 − a1|10〉 − a2|01〉 + a3|00〉)35 (−iσy)3 ⊗ (−iσy)5
|φ−〉x1|ψ−〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|01〉 − a1|00〉 − a2|11〉 + a3|10〉)35 σ 3z ⊗ (−iσy)5
|ψ+〉x1|φ+〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|00〉 + a1|01〉 + a2|10〉 + a3|11〉)35 I3 ⊗ I5
|ψ+〉x1|φ+〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|10〉 + a1|11〉 + a2|00〉 + a3|01〉)35 σ 3x ⊗ I5
|ψ+〉x1|φ−〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|00〉 − a1|01〉 + a2|10〉 − a3|11〉)35 I3 ⊗ σ 5z
|ψ+〉x1|φ−〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|10〉 − a1|11〉 + a2|00〉 − a3|01〉)35 σ 3x ⊗ σ 5z
|ψ+〉x1|ψ+〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|01〉 + a1|00〉 + a2|11〉 + a3|10〉)35 I3 ⊗ σ 5x
|ψ+〉x1|ψ+〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|11〉 + a1|10〉 + a2|01〉 + a3|00〉)35 σ 3x ⊗ σ 5x
|ψ+〉x1|ψ−〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|01〉 − a1|00〉 + a2|11〉 − a3|10〉)35 I3 ⊗ (−iσy)5
|ψ+〉x1|ψ−〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|11〉 − a1|10〉 + a2|01〉 − a3|00〉)35 σ 3x ⊗ (−iσy)5
|ψ−〉x1|φ+〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|00〉 + a1|01〉 − a2|10〉 − a3|11〉)35 σ 3z ⊗ I5
|ψ−〉x1|φ+〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|10〉 + a1|11〉 − a2|00〉 − a3|01〉)35 (−iσy)3 ⊗ I5
|ψ−〉x1|φ−〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|00〉 − a1|01〉 − a2|10〉 + a3|11〉)35 σ 3z ⊗ σ 5z
|ψ−〉x1|φ−〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|10〉 − a1|11〉 − a2|00〉 + a3|01〉)35 (−iσy)3 ⊗ σ 5z
|ψ−〉x1|ψ+〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|01〉 + a1|00〉 − a2|11〉 − a3|10〉)35 σ 3z ⊗ σ 5x
|ψ−〉x1|ψ+〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|11〉 + a1|10〉 − a2|01〉 − a3|00〉)35 (−iσy)3 ⊗ σ 5x
|ψ−〉x1|ψ−〉y4 |0〉2 (a0|01〉 − a1|00〉 − a2|11〉 + a3|10〉)35 σ 3z ⊗ (−iσy)5
|ψ−〉x1|ψ−〉y4 |1〉2 (a0|11〉 − a1|10〉 − a2|01〉 + a3|00〉)35 (−iσy)3 ⊗ (−iσy)5
where
∑
j1,j2,...,jN∈{0,1} |aj1,j2,...,jN |2 = 1.
In this scheme, the quantum carrier is composed of (N − 1) sets of Bell states
|φ+〉i,i+1(i = 1,3, . . . ,2N − 3) and a GHZ-like state |G〉2N−1,2N,2N+1. Alice holds n pairs
of particles {j1,1}, {j2,3}, . . . , {jN ,2N − 1}, while particles {2,4, . . . ,2N} and {2N + 1}
belong to Bob and Charlie, respectively. The basic idea of this QIS scheme is shown in
Fig. 3.
At the beginning, the whole system
|Qn〉total = |φ〉j1,j2,...,jN ⊗ |φ+〉1,2 ⊗ · · · ⊗
∣∣φ+
〉
2N−3,2N−2 ⊗ |G〉2N−1,2N,2N+1 (11)
is prepared by Alice. The procedure proceeds as follows: Firstly, Alice makes n BSMs on
her qubit pairs {j1,1}, {j2,3}, . . . , {jN ,2N − 1} under the basis {|φ±〉, |ψ±〉}, respectively.
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Fig. 3 AQIS of an arbitrary
N -qubit state
It is clear that Alice may acquire one of 4n kinds of possible measurement results with equal
probability, and then Alice publicly informs her measurement results of Charlie. Whether it
is possible to reconstruct the initial unknown state for Bob with local operations depends on
Charlie. If Charlie cooperates with Bob, he carries out a SM on his qubit {2N + 1} under





bj1,j2,...,jN |j1, j2, . . . , jN 〉2,4,...,2N (12)
where every coefficient bj1,j2,...,jN must be one of the rearrangements of those aj1,j2,...,jN , and
its value is depended on AMR and CMR. Then Bob can successfully translate |φ〉2,4,...,2N
to the original state |φ〉j1,j2,...,jN by performing suitable LUOs on his particles according
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to AMR and CMR. Consequently, we perfectly design the AQIS scheme of an arbitrary
N -qubit state.
4 Security Analysis
Now we will analyze the security of our scheme in detail and expect our methods could be
also utilized for security analysis of other quantum communication schemes. For simplicity,
we only consider two-qubit case. Notice that there are two kinds of eavesdropping. The
first is that one dishonest participant (Bob or Charlie) try to obtain Alice’s secret without
cooperating with the other. The second is that a fourth eavesdropper Eve attempts to find
Alice’s secret without being detected.
Case I Participant attack
Firstly we consider the case of the dishonest participant Charlie, since the participant
attack is always more powerful than outsider attack, thus the eavesdropper in this case can
obtain more information than a fourth eavesdropper Eve. In the following, we will discuss
the participant attack and show that Charlie cannot obtain information on the secret bits
without being detectable.
As discussed in Ref. [23], supposed that participant Charlie performs unitary operators
attack (P,Q) on the qubits sent from Alice to him and Bob. WLG, P and Q are assumed
to share a common probe space HE . We have the following theorem.
Theorem 1 For Charlie’s attack inducing no error, the final state of Bob’s probe should be
independent of Charlie’s measurement result and therefore Charlie gets no information.
Proof Denote the qubits sent from Alice to Bob and Charlie by B and C, respectively, and
denote Charlie’s probe by E. Let us have a look at the evolution of the system B +C +E.
1. After Alice’s BSMs, the remaining particle become a three-qubit state, denoted by |ϕ〉BC .
Then before Charlie’s attack, the state is |ϕ〉BC |0〉E .








where |Ei〉 are un-normalized states of Charlie’s probe. In particular, if Charlie does
nothing, then |Ei〉 = 12√2 |0〉.
3. After Charlie has performed Q. We want to show that after Q having been performed the
state of E is independent of Charlie’s measurement. For Charlie not being detectable, Q










It is a key point that Q can not change the state of B + C. Otherwise, Alice will de-
tect Charlie’s attack with a non-zero probability. For example, suppose that Q changes
|ϕ(0)〉BC |E0〉 to ∑7i=0 |ϕ(i)〉BC |F ′i 〉. Then, when Bob have made the recover operator on
his qubits, Charlie will be brought some errors with probability
∑
i 
=0 |‖F ′i 〉‖2.
We can see that, for Charlie’s attack inducing no errors, the final state of Charlie’s probe
is independent of Bob’s recover operation (but dependent on his own measurement result).
Therefore, we have proved Theorem 1. 
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Of course, In the above proof, if the entangling attack (P,Q) was performed by a fourth
eavesdropper Eve, Bob and Charlie’s measurement results should be strongly correlated
since the entanglement is monogamous [24]. We can further show that all |Fi〉 are equal,
which means that the state of outside eavesdropping Eve’s probe is independent of Bob and
Charlie’s measurement results. What’s more, we can mainly use the decoy photons tech-
nique and the estimation of mutual information, respectively, to prevent from the outsider
attack.
Case II Outsider attack
Next we consider the case of outside attacker Eve, who wants to eavesdrop the secret
state. Eve intercepts all the participants’ photons during the particle distribution process and
entangles ancillary particles in order to get the information. If she does obtain Alice’s secret
information, in the procedure she must inevitably introduce extra error rate which makes her
be detected in the process of security checking [1]. In the following, we will provide a more
reasonable explanation by means of the decoy photons technique. According to Stingspring
dilation theorem [25], Eve’s eavesdropping can be described by a unitary operation UˆE on
a larger Hilbert space Hom(HA,HE). After Eve’s eavesdropping, we have the following
equations:
UˆE |0〉|ε〉E = |0〉|ε0〉E + |1〉|ε1〉E
UˆE |1〉|ε〉E = |0〉|ε′0〉E + |1〉|ε′1〉E
(15)
where |ε〉E is the initial state of Eve’s ancilla. Since UˆE is a unitary operation, these pure
ancilla’s states |ε0〉, |ε1〉, |ε′0〉, |ε′1〉, thus, must satisfy













〉 = 0 (16)
For the decoy photons |+〉, |−〉, we can rewrite Eq. (15) into
UˆE |+〉|ε〉E = 12








UˆE |−〉|ε〉E = 12









When the pre-shared decoy state is |0〉 or |1〉, the action of Eve’s eavesdropping will

















Supposed that Eve is clever enough to prevent all participants from detecting her eavesdrop-
ping by finding the discrepancy in the error rates of quantum states. Eve tries to achieve the
eavesdropping without being detected, if and only if both the error rates Pe and P ′e equal
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0 in the ideal environment, which means that the quantum channels are noiseless. Thus,

















Then, in essence, If the entanglement of Eve’s ancilla with the quantum channel does not
introduce any errors into the procedure, then the state of the system is a product of the state
and the ancillary particles. It means that Eve gain no information about Alice’s original
quantum state.
Certainly, except the above decoy photons technique we can also adopt other strategies.
Here, we will design an equivalent strategy for the security checking and give the estimation
of mutual information. Sender can randomly prepare a Bell state |φ+〉 instead of the decoy
photons. Then, she distributes one of the entangled particles to receiver, while keeping the
other particle herself. Sender randomly measures each qubit in the mutually unbiased basis
X or Z after receiving the confirmation. We can note that this model is originated from the
celebrated E91 QKD [26]. It is equivalent to the decoy photons method used in our scheme,
and more suitable for the following security proof.
At first, we will introduce the entropic uncertainty principle [27, 28] in order to give
a more rigorous proof by estimating the mutual information between Alice and Eve. For
POVM measurements X and Z and any density operator ρABE ∈ End(HA ⊗HB ⊗HE), the
inequality
H(X|B) + H(Z|E) ≥ log 1
c(X,Z)
(21)




Zk ‖2∞, and {Xj } and {Zk} are the elements of cor-
responding POVM measurements. Moreover, for the mutually unbiased basis X and Z, the
Eq. (21) equation can be simplified into
H(X|B) + H(Z|E) ≥ 1 (22)
Eve’s attack has no effect on the local measurement performed by Alice because of the
no-signaling theorem. Thus, the equality
H(Z) = 1 (23)
holds. Combining both Eq. (22) and Eq. (23), we can compute an upper bound for the mutual
information between Alice and Eve
I (Z;E) = H(Z) − H(Z|E) ≤ H(X|B) (24)
It is shown that the above mutual information I (Z;E) will vanish when the uncertainty
H(X|B) approaches zero. Thus, what Eve has got is totally disentangled from Bob’s system.
In a word, any outside attack will be detected with a non-zero probability.
In addition, for a practical quantum channel, there are noise and loss which will threaten
the security of quantum communication since Eve can hide her eavesdropping in the noise.
Therefore, a security problem for this scheme implementing in an imperfect quantum chan-
nel seems to arise. Fortunately, even for a noise channel, with the help of quantum error
correction [29–31], and a quantum repeater technique containing entanglement purifica-
tion [32], and quantum privacy amplification [33, 34], our scheme can also be acted securely.
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Of course, this methods of security analysis can be also utilized for security analysis of other
quantum communication schemes.
The security of AQIS of an arbitrary N -qubit state is the same as the two-qubit case. In
a word, our scheme is secure against participant attack and outside attack.
5 Conclusion and Discussion
In this manuscript, a novel scheme is investigated for AQIS of an arbitrary N -qubit state.
Instead of multi-qubit entangled states, the maximally entangled states, which are made up
of a three-qubit GHZ-like entangled state and (N −1) sets of Bell states, are used as quantum
carrier. Same as most existing symmetric QIS schemes, without the help of Charlie, Bob
cannot recover the unknown state even though he obtains the measurement results published
by Alice, because Bob does not know whether Charlie measure their particles with the Z
basis or not. That means, Bob does not know whether his particles still entangle with those
controlled by Charlie or not. Thus, the designated recover Bob can reconstruct the unknown
N -qubit state with the probability 100 % in principle if he cooperates with the controller
Charlie. It is shown that AQIS of an arbitrary N -qubit state can be faithfully realized by
performing appropriate BSMs, SMs and LUOs.
For the security of this AQIS scheme, it depends on the process of the secure quantum
channel, which is introduced in Ref. [1], by means of the decoy photons technique. However,
the ratio of the decoy photons is small and can be ignored in theory. Thus, the intrinsic
efficiency for qubits ηq = quqt in our AQIS scheme approaches 100%, where qu is the number
of the useful qubits in AQIS and qt is the number of qubits transmitted.
In addition, from the point of view of information theory, Cabello [35] proposed a defi-
nition of efficiency of a QKD scheme,
η = bs
qt + bt (25)
where bs , qt and bt are the number of bits in the raw key, the qubits transmitted, and the total
classical bits exchanged between the participants in the quantum communication, respec-
tively. Here we exploited the definition, and the total efficiency for AQIS can be calculated
as follows,
ηt = qs
qt + bt (26)
where qs is the number of qubits in an unknown quantum state (the secret), qt and bt are
described as the above. In our AQIS scheme for sharing an arbitrary N -qubit state with two
agents, qs = N , qt = N + 1, and bt = 2N + 1, so ηt = qsqt+bt = N3N+2 , which is the maximal
value for AQIS theoretically. However, in Ref. [15], for sharing an arbitrary N -qubit state
with two agents, qs = N , qt = 2N , and bt = 3N , so ηt = qsqt+bt = 15 , which is lower than
that of our scheme (N ≥ 2). Moreover, in our scheme, when finishing one qubit state the
principle is the same as Yang et al.’ scheme [14], in other words, we perfectly generalizes
Yang et al.’ scheme by asymmetrically distributing the particles among those participants.
In summary, we have presented an asymmetric QIS scheme of an arbitrary N -qubit state
with the maximally entangled states, which are made up of a three-qubit entangled GHZ-
like state and (N − 1) sets of Bell states. It is shown that the proposed AQIS scheme can
be faithfully realized by performing appropriate BSMs, Z basis measurement and LUOs,
rather than multi-qubit entanglement or multi-particle joint measurements, which make it
more convenient in a practical application than some previous schemes. Furthermore, its
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intrinsic efficiency for qubits approaches 100 %, and the total efficiency really approaches
the maximal value, which is higher than those of some previous symmetric quantum infor-
mation splitting schemes. Finally, the proposed AQIS scheme can be proven information-
theoretically secure from the views of participant attack and outside attack in detail. We
mainly adopt the following two strategies: the decoy photons technique and estimating the
mutual information via entropic uncertainty principle.
Finally we hope that our scheme can be realized experimentally for the N -qubit case.
Working along an arbitrary multi-qubit by using other typical states as quantum information
carrier is under way.
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